
Welcome to the first issue of The Journal of the Wandering Taoist - 2020.  I hope your reading experience and 

my writing experience will blend into a process that is helpful for both of us. I want to keep my words 

connected with the truth of my life; with the direct experience of the wonder, mystery, pain, and joy of 

this extraordinary opportunity.  If I can express that connection in a manner that assists you in your own 

connection to the mystery of the Tao, I will be giving my gift of gratitude back to life.

It feels risky to be expressing my thoughts on a weekly basis, but my words are what I have to share in 

my elder years and I am delighted to be in this kind of relationship with you. 

Please feel free to correspond with me about any of the topics that arise in my writing and your reading. 

My email is: williaminshasta@gmail.com. My mailing address is 5404 N. Old Stage Road, Mt. Shasta, CA, 

96067.

It should be an “interesting” year. Don’t lose trust in the long-term prospects of our species. We may be 

just at the beginning of our evolutionary journey.

All blessings for the coming year. 

Bill 

mailto:williaminshasta@gmail.com
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WILD HEART

If you have yet to read John Muir, nature writer extraordinary and the father of our 

National Park system, this collection of his writing is a good place to start.  Wilderness 

Essays introduces his wide-ranging love of everything wild from Glacier Bay in 

Alaska to the alpine meadows of Yosemite. 

I am somewhat timid in stormy weather. Muir’s short essay in this collection, “A 

Storm in Utah,” gives me a new perspective on the natural flow of weather. His pure 

delight in the power and beauty of a storm is a refreshing alternative to my usual 

hunkering down and hoping that it passes over quickly. It will be a good reminder this winter as the 

comparatively milder storms flow over our little home. 

Speaking of National Parks, I wonder how Muir would react upon seeing the endless line of exhaust-

belching automobiles clogging the Yosemite Valley meadows, full of people who spend a day or two 

glancing at El Capitan and Half Dome, then motoring on to overlook various waterfalls and remarking on 

their beauty without actually touching the remaining wildness of the area. I confess I am guilty of this sin 

myself. I suppose this brief exposure is better than never seeing the area, but sometimes I think it may be 

like an inoculation, giving my system just enough exposure to allow me to avoid the real thing. 

Ed Abbey, another of my archetypal, “wild men,” says:

“Love of wilderness is more than a hunger for what is always beyond reach. It is also an expression of 

loyalty to the earth, the earth which bore us and sustains us, the only home we shall ever know, the only 

paradise we ever need if only we had the eyes to see.”

Ed was an anarchist and a surly curmudgeon, but also a passionate lover of, and defender of the 

wilderness experience. His book, Desert Solitaire, is as beautiful a piece of nature writing as you can find.

In more prosaic terms, Ed also said: 

“If you can’t pee off your front porch, you’re living too close to town.”

Yet, my love for the writings of Muir and Abbey can be used by my conditioned mind in the same 

way as a brief motor trip through Yosemite is used - to substitute for the real thing. Somewhere deep 

inside my psyche is a, “wild heart,” that will be at home only in the wilderness. It has been overlaid with 
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a tame and civilized heart, created for life in society. This creation is perhaps necessary but dangerous. 

Without the wild heart, the civilized heart could not beat, would have no blood supply, would wither in 

the aridity of politeness and fade before the cunning schemes of consumer culture.

This is a path of few words.

Silence is the natural way of life.

Strong winds arise, and pass away.

Torrential rains arise, and pass away.

Even the cosmos, which produces the wind and rain, passes away.

Why then so much concern

over what to do 

and what to say?

From the Tao Te Ching - chapter 23

The weather patterns here in Mt. Shasta are rather wild themselves. As the new year approaches, the 

storm systems have remained somewhat warm - days in the high 30s and nights in the low 30s. The 

winds are sometimes strong, 30 - 40 mph gusts, and the rain has been plentiful. We are at 3500 feet and 

the snow has remained above 4500 feet so far. Mt. Shasta herself is well-dressed in her white winter coat, 

but other than two strong storms that dumped about 4 feet of snow on us around Thanksgiving, we have 

been without a “winter wonderland” landscape. That is predicted to change in the next few days with a 

few inches of snow possible.

My experience with the strong winds has been instructive. At night, cuddled in bed with the sound of 

wind whistling around the edges of the motor home and cabin, I find myself tensing up just a bit. As my 

body tenses, my mind follows with a tendency to generate anxious thoughts. Over my morning coffee the 

anxious feeling remains, fueled by he sound of the wind echoing in the chimney of the iron fireplace. 
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Then, when the daylight filters through the clouds and I walk out into the field, feeling the wonder of the 

wind and watching the pines dance joyously, the anxiety blows away. 

If wind is what is, then it is best to go out and experience the energizing, cleansing, and wildness that 

it brings rather than hiding inside waiting for it to pass. This is true for all weather. A wild heart within 

each of us retains a longing to break out of the walls; walls that have promised protection but have ended 

up creating only anxiety and fear.

About an acre of the three acre parcel on which we live is what might be called forested. It is not a 

dense forest but a lovely gathering of pines, a few firs and cedars, and a collection of manzanita bushes. 

The larger pines, including the one that I call “Grandfather pine,” have long delicate lower branches that 

reach out in a lovely canopy. Each branch is bare except for a basketball-sized clump of perhaps 100 six-

inch needles swaying at the end. The overall effect is umbrella like, while at the same time spacious 

enough to display each individual branch the large tassel of needles and cones. When the wind swirls 

through the area, these branches move in the most complex and beautiful dance.

As I write these words on the first day of winter we have received a few inches of gentile snow and 

the field is white with snow, crisp and even. Something about snow makes winter special and separates it 

from a mere cold and cloudy season. Yet it is all a wonder. It is a season that keeps the wilderness wild 

and disabuses us of the illusion that we have completely tamed our environment. 
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(This article was recently published in my blog: Freedom, Simplicity, and Joy)

As the solstice arrives with a gentle falling of snow, I rejoice at the 

warmth of our little cabin home and send gratitude to the spirits of 

the Earth for their eons-long nurture of life. My thoughts turn to 

intentions for the coming seasons with a mixture of grief and hope. 

Grief is the reasonable response to a culture which has lost its way, 

yet hope remains if I take the long-term view that Taoist thought 

recommends. (I have always said that a Taoist is a short-term 

pessimist and a long-term optimist.)

The chimpanzee differs from the human by a tiny 2% of its DNA, yet what a difference it makes. We 

marvel at the most intelligent chimps who are able to communicate at a rudimentary level, use tools, 

solve simple problems, and feel empathy - basically the things a human toddler can do.

When I try to envision what an evolved humanity might be capable of, I am limited by what is 

essentially a chimp-like perspective compared with that future human. If a human pre-schooler of today 

were asked to envision his or her ideal future it might be composed of more nap time, more chocolate at 

lunch, and bigger Lego blocks. To the human of the future, my imaginings might seem as child-like. I 

have no choice but envision the future using concepts that are familiar to me, but I recognize that these 

concepts may be quite simplistic in the context of possible transformational evolution.

What if I imagine a DNA shift of 2% in the human species? What if I remind myself that we might be 

at the very beginning of an evolutionary journey that, if we don’t destroy ourselves, will make our distant 

progeny as different from us as we are from chimpanzees? Granted, self-destruction is a distinct 

possibility, but not at all a certainty. The species has adapted to cataclysmic change before and may well 

adapt again, though not without a period of destruction and chaos. The current period of idiocy, moronic 

leadership, and insane economic separation between the very rich and the rest of humanity my be seen as 

a necessary step in the journey - a fever-like symptom of a disease that will eventually be cured.

So, as I envision my own future I want to hold to a sowing the small seeds of my words into the soil 

of human experience. I want to dream, not of my own desire for the equivalent of bigger Lego blocks and 

more chocolate, but to envision a symbolic image of a truly transformed future - a 2% transformation that 

will renew the possibilities of joy and peace on Earth. What might it look like? What might we be like?

Here’s to the 2% Shift!

https://www.freedomsimplicityandjoy.com
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MEDITATION 1

The Tao that can be put in words is not the true eternal Tao. 
If you were to use any other name, 
it would still remain elusive. 

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1 - Trans. William Martin 

Here I go again,
Writing words about the Tao
and wondering if I will ever learn
it can’t be done.

Something inside pushes me,
impels me to this futile work 
of giving form to the formless Mystery.

I only hope it is the Mystery Itself
that is pushing me, otherwise this is
a pretty silly way of spending my time.
——-

Our conditioned mind will say that any esoteric, spiritual, and unfathomable hints we have of the mystery of our 

existence are misguided and silly. Yet I’ve come to believe that these hints are the only glimpse of Reality as It Is we 

get. Don’t dismiss them.
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MEDITATION 2

Directly experiencing life
brings unconditional appreciation and unity.
Thinking about life
brings conditional judgments and separation.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1 - Trans. William Martin 

An old bumper sticker:
What if thinking IS the box?

sends a shiver of freedom
snaking down my spine.

Oh, the mind works on and on,
of course it does, so it must.
But thinking as we’ve come to see it
may not be as natural as we think
(See - there it is again - what we think
we think.)
——-

What do you think about when you’re not thinking about anything?
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MEDITATION 3

Yet both our conditioned nature and our true nature
are part of life itself.
Our conditioned experience of living 
is a gateway to unconditional life.

From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 1 - Trans. William Martin 

Each little glimpse of eternity
waiting for me underneath a pine tree,
is filtered by a finite brain
and splintered into fragments
of the thing Itself.

Like holograms, though, 
they contain the whole.
They lead me on beyond themselves
to that from which they came.

——-

Don’t be caught by self-punishment or regret. Of course not every moment will be sublime and thoughts will often 

be frightened, envious, angry, or hopeless. These will pass. They are simply little pin-pricks of distorted truth. 

Behind them always waits the Truth Itself. Remember this when you seem caught in them.
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MEDITATION 4

The Tao contains both birth and death.
From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2 - Trans. William Martin 

We always phrase it thus:
First comes birth and then comes death.
But it could be reversed:
First comes death and then comes birth.
Which one comes from which?
The Cosmos came from the Void.
It will return to the Void
and then to Cosmos once again.

——-

It seems so linear, doesn’t it? We’re born, and immediately begin the road to death. In Taoist thought the line is not 

straight but curved into a never-ending circle. My poor brain is a linear machine which thinks it knows the pattern 

of the Cosmos. It can’t see the circular Reality. 
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MEDITATION 5

Sound depends on silence, silence on sound.
From Tao Te Ching, Chapter 2 - Trans. William Martin 

In a world with little silence,
sound itself becomes meaningless.
To find wisdom, sound “bites”
must be balanced with silent spaces.
For words to have meaning,
speech must be tempered with pauses
giving time for deeper thinking.

——-

What truly silent times do you have in your day? Perhaps there is always a background hum of traffic, the purring 

of the refrigerator, and the noise of civilization, but don’t add to that with other layers of sound. Silence is perhaps 

the most beneficial effect of meditative practice. In the silent spaces we see just how noisy the mind can be. Only 

when we see this can we begin to find true quiet and peace.
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CARSON BEACH 

A NOVEL BY WILLIAM MARTIN

CHAPTER ONE - THE ACADEMIC

It was starting to get hot in the desert, especially in the asphalt parking lot that was Tucson. Robert 

Runyan was grateful for the hard working air conditioner that maintained his rooms at a temperate 78 

degrees. He didn’t even have to pay the utility bill. It was all part of the service at Kendall House, a 

sprawling adobe structure nestled on an acre of land owned by the University of Arizona. The house was 

built in the Spanish style - three long wings surrounding a central plaza that contained a fountain and 

tiled pathways that wandered among desert landscaping - cacti and other succulents along with Palo 

Verde trees and flowering bushes that thrived in the arid climate. The house had been built in the 1950s as 

a guest house for visiting dignitaries of the academic world and thus was divided into six separate sets of 

rooms, each providing bedroom, sitting area, bathroom, and small kitchen. Since the early 90s it had been 

made available to single members of tenured faculty, not a large population even in the vast University of 

Arizona system.

Robert, being a senior member of that small group, had lived in Kendall House since his divorce 

twelve years ago. He enjoyed the collegial atmosphere of the residence where his age and position with 

the University gave him an éminence grise standing. The atmosphere reminded him of the rooms he was 

allotted all those years ago at Oxford, where he lectured on, “History of the Americas,” to upper class 

English students who still looked upon the subject as, “History of the Ungrateful Colonies.” 
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He felt part of a distinguished academic tradition during his sojourn at Oxford. Back in Tucson he felt 

a bit like a relic, even though he was only sixty-two. He taught English and American History and 

enjoyed his students, especially the upper division and graduate students he often mentored through 

their dissertations, but he disliked the technocratic assembly line of diplomas that higher education had 

become.  He stayed at Kendall House because he liked being immersed in academia, unlike his younger 

colleagues who moved to the suburbs that spread like tile-roofed cancer into the mountains of the 

Sonoran Desert that surrounded Tucson. 

It was almost 10:00 AM and the temperature was already approaching 90 degrees as he walked along 

the “brown belt” that stretched along a dry (usually) wash that connected his neighborhood with the 

main campus a half mile to the southwest. He was dressed comfortably in tan Columbia pants and a 

white safari shirt of the same brand - lightweight clothing that washed and dried quickly in the summer 

sun and lasted for years, making it well worth the price, which he felt wasn’t all that steep considering its 

durability and usefulness. He wore a tan Tilly hat that, together with his shirt and pants made him look 

like a Great White Hunter ready to lead a jeep safari into the desert. He was sometimes greeted by 

colleagues as, “Safari Bob,” a friendly barb that he rather enjoyed. 

In fact, he was not really the “Safari” type. He considered himself to be what he would call, “an ivory 

tower academic.” Since his undergraduate days here on this familiar campus he took pleasure and 

comfort in the pages of books, manuscripts, and primary documents that revealed to him the story of the 

human species as the members of that species understood themselves throughout the centuries. He loved 

connecting events with persons. Behind the so-called important events that most people call “history,” 

there are a multitude of converging stories of real people whose lives were intricately connected with 

these events. He did post-Doctoral studies in 1980 at Boston University. There he met and studied with 

Boston University Professor and Activist, Howard Zinn, and formed a friendship that lasted until Zinn’s 

death in 2010. This friendship was the foundation for both his somewhat radical views on American 

History and for his rocky path along the academic career path. Every student that came under his 

influence was assigned to read Zinn’s, The People’s History of the United States. Radical views aside, Robert 

remained a scholar whose work was respected and a teacher whose classes were immensely popular with 

students. 

For four decades he had studied and taught various aspects of these human stories and, if asked, 

would say that he loved his field and delighted in teaching it. He would have said that he would be 

teaching well into his seventies and to a respected retirement.

Recently, however…
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Two weeks ago, in the middle of a Saturday night, he awoke from sleep with a sudden sense of urgency. 

The urgency seemed to be a response to a dream he could only half-remember. He sat on the edge of his 

bed and tried to bring the dream into focus but managed only a few scattered pieces - a dark trail 

winding through looming evergreen fir and pine trees; a cliff edge overlooking an ocean that seemed to 

be on fire; and a shadowy figure of a woman urging him to take her hand, “before it’s too late.”

The sense of a compelling task that needed immediate attention persisted as he turned on the reading 

light and took a sip of water from the glass he kept on the bedside table. The dream was already fading 

but the urgency remained. Maybe there is something I forgot to do, he thought. He walked into the kitchen 

and checked the gas stove. All burners off. Thermostat turned down? Check. Front door locked? Again, 

check. He sat for a moment at the small writing desk in the sitting room and opened his laptop to check 

his appointment schedule. No meetings missed. No appointments forgotten. Just a dream, he assumed as 

he returned to the bedroom, no problem.

The problem, however, began when he awoke from the same dream the next night. He sat up in bed 

with a start. Images of forests, oceans, fires, and a woman saying, “before it’s too late,” lingering in his 

consciousness and an almost panicked sense of urgency beating in his chest. He quickly turned on the 

light and got out of bed. He pulled on some cotton lounging pants and a tee-shirt and went into the 

kitchen, directly to the refrigerator and poured a glass of 2% milk. He was sitting at his desk and drinking 

the milk as he began to gather his thoughts.

He had sometimes had frightening or disturbing dreams over the years, but usually his dreams were 

simply strange rearrangements of the ordinary events of life. Recurring dreams had never been part of 

the pattern and the repressed fears of unseen worlds, realms other than the rational, were lurking in 

Robert’s mind as he sat with his glass of milk and looked out the window at the dark outline of the 

Rincon Mountains in the distance. His mind gradually came around to a place of rational calm. He knew 

that dreams could sometimes signify unresolved issues in the psyche and he relaxed and let his mind 

play over the remembered fragments of the dream as it would play with an interesting puzzle.

The next night the awakening was again sudden and the urgency was intensified. He had been 

running along the forest path, pushing through the overhanging branches and stumbling over massive 

roots. Behind him the glow of a fire cast a hellish color over the forest making demonic shapes dance in 

the tops of the trees. Ahead a woman cried, “This way! This way! It’s almost too late. Hurry!”

He wrestled the covers off and was standing by the bed before he came fully awake. His heartbeat 

was rapid and irregular, racing then pausing, racing then pausing. Heart attack! he thought as he sat down 
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on the edge of the bed, dial 911! At that moment something seemed to wash over him, beginning at the 

top of his head and slowly but steadily pouring over and through his body down to his bare feet. It was 

nothing he had ever experienced before and the frightened part of his mind thought it might be a stroke 

and braced for that final moment of life. But as the sensation flowed down it brought a calmness with it. It 

was neither warm nor cold, but seemed full of light and had an energy of aliveness about it. By the time it 

had passed out through his feet, he was no longer afraid. 

He sat calmly on the edge of the bed. His heartbeat was steady and slow. He couldn’t process what 

had happened but did not really feel the need to process. The dream remained clear in his mind and it 

retained the aspect of urgency. He was not afraid of the images but they remained disturbing, as if 

something had to be figured out or some action had to be taken by him. Nothing, however, came to mind 

except another trip to the kitchen for milk and a few minutes of sitting at his desk to see if something 

would come to mind. Nothing did.

Night after night came the dream, the initial urgency and fear, and the corresponding reassuring 

sensation. He found that he was able to go through his routine of classes, meetings, and research but the 

fact of this recurring phenomenon left him uneasy. These things were not normal. They were outside his 

experience and therefore continued to build an uneasy background to his life. Strangely enough, to his 

way of thinking, he was able to go to sleep easily, almost expectantly, wondering if the dreams would 

continue - hoping they would stop, hoping they would continue. But the uneasiness grew.


